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IndoGenius believe learning is best achieved through real-world experiences. Using India’s cities and villages as our
classroom, Reimagining India takes a different approach to education that goes beyond the lecture hall. The program
combines a broad range of experiences in India, with access to industry experts, analysts, academics and skills training
workshops.
Over two weeks, you will visit diplomatic enclaves, multinationals and 3D printing workshops to rural villages, ancient
cities, and slum recycling centres. Along the way, you’ll consider India’s great political and cultural influence, explore
innovative contributions to global challenges, and gain a deep insight into India’s future opportunities.
You’ll leave India bursting with new ideas, experiences, and inspiration to help you carve out your future studies and
career path.
The program is delivered by IndoGenius – India’s leading provider of short courses to international students with over
1,200 alumni from the UK, U.S., and Australia since 2011.

Participants will interact with 20+ local and international organisations in Delhi, Mumbai, and Jaipur:
– On-site visits and talk with industry experts from various sectors;
– Government bodies, including the Australian High Commission;
– Visits to prestigious institutions to meet students and learn about their entrepreneurial businesses and ideas;
– On-site visits and activities with social enterprises.
– You will meet and network with business leaders at their corporate offices and interact with the world’s fastest-growing
startup ecosystem.
The program is not just a great opportunity to gain new skills, experiences, and friends.
Technology and globalization are transforming the spaces in which we live, learn and work. As the world becomes
increasingly interconnected, careers in the 21st Century will be very different to recent decades. Young graduates need
to be adaptable, creative and confident to thrive in an increasingly competitive and uncertain future.
In addition to learning about India, the program will help to reveal your potential contributions to the 21st-century world
and job market.
The course fee is $3250. This includes the admission fee, accommodation for the duration of the programme, meals
during programme activities as well as domestic transport and transit for official programme activities.
A $3000 New Columbo Plan grant is available for eligible undergraduate students.

Apply
Students should apply directly to IndoGenius via their website by 18 January 2019.
If you wish to transfer credit for the program, you must first seek approval from your faculty for credit transfer through
Cross-Institutional Enrolment. For more information see - Applying for credit and funding for your overseas short
course and complete the UNSW Overseas Short Course Application Form.
For more information see - Applying for credit and funding for your overseas short course.

Risk assessment
All programs involve some degree of risk to participants. If you choose to source a provider on your own, please
remember to do some research on them first and ensure that they are a legitimate organisation and that the product they
offer will definitely meet your requirements. Students are therefore advised to undertake their own risk assessment
before departure and any participation in these programs is at their own risk.

Before departure
All students should register their travel with UNSW. You should also undertake a risk assessment before heading
overseas. For more information see - How to prepare for departure.

More information
For further details:
Visit - Website
Email - advisor4globaled@unsw.edu.au
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